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Playful Physics



-Context

-S1mulation/Game Experience

- Sabbatical

- Summer Reading/Playing













So, join me as we consider what makes the universe tic~ ...
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Welcome to the Physl~1S! resource p.age.
Physlets,Pbysics Applets., are small
flexible Java appletsdesigned fOI:

soienceeducation. You do not need to
b > come a Java expert in order to use
Physlets~ The links on the rightcontain
tutorials, download instructions, and
example problems to help yo~u use
Physle in your te •.i)hing.



3D Programming
for Ordinary
Mortals

VPython is a packag.e that includes:

• the Python programming. language
.th;eIDLE i.nteoractiv;edevel:opm:ent environment
• "Visual", a Python module that offers real-time 3DoutpIB, aRdis easily

usable by novice programmers
• "Numeric'" a Python module for fast processing of arrays

VPythonis free and open-source.





I hereby request the granting of a sabbatical leave in order to develop curriculum
materials that emphasize the connections between physics and digital games..
Educational ming is a bureoning area of educational rese rCh (a Google search
resulted in over 40 million hits), but a survey of recent MCCD sabbatic I projects and of
the Maricopa Learning Exchang suggest no local development yet. Sites like
nobelprize.org contain games that teach about topics Uk LASERs and micro copes.
Fermilab has the Fermilabyrinth which provides "A collection of Web-based gamesnd
activities to develop an understanding of the operations. and experiments that take place

~ in the Fermilab accelerator and detector halls and the scientific ideas they explore." The
W Department of Energy offers numerous. simulations and games to tach about energy

related topics. A large number ofcoUeges and universities have created myriad games
and simulations to help students learn concepts in a playful way. However, there are few
materials. that make explicit the phys.ies that drive many popular games (race/driVing,
football, soccer, etc.) and thereeurrently is. little in the way of materilssho ing students
how to use tools like VPython and Interactive Physics to build simple games. based on
s.ound physicslmathematiealmodels. I believe that students will learn more phsies
concepts and will be able to create more robust physics. models of ph nomn by
studying the physics at work in their favorite digital games and by ere ting their own
digital games.



1. Effectively communicate qua itative and
qu.ntitativeinformationorally and in writing.

2. Explain the application of fundamental physical
principles to various physical phenomena.

~ 3. Apply .appropriateproblem-sol.ving techniques
to practical a.nd meaningful problems using
graphical,matheimatical, and written modeling
tis.

4. Work effectively in colla.borativegroups.



1. Study game theory, digilalgamcreation,and
digital game de ign physics. Bing informed as to
theunderlyi··g th)ory, design techniques, and physics
engine areatin ill reatlys ~ tmy •·nlJs of
existing games and design of.m terialstohe
students .Iearn simple game creation.

2. Use the popularity of digilal·gamingas a
motivationalcontextwithi.n which to explore
physics.. .A Kaiser Family Foundation study indicates
that 83% of children ages 8... 18 have video game
consoles in their homes.. A fundamental precept of
Ju is to IIride the horse in thedireetion it is going,"
an most ofstudents have spent many m·orehours
with gaming control in their hands than they have
man uclassicat'physicsapplications~



3. Createcurricul.ar materials that will allow students
to analyze the physics engines in use in popular
digital. games. Popular games (car driving/racing,
football, etc.) usephvsics engines (computer program
modules responsible for making objects and characters
appear to follow the laws of nature) to make the game
action seem more realistic. However, some game
actions appear to not strictly follow the physics models
that apply to actual people and objects on Earth.

4. Create curricular materials that will guide students
to Lise validphysics/ma~hematical models al'ld
software tools like VPython and Interactive Physics
to build simpledigilal games. Both VPython and
Interactive Physics are used to create physics
demonstrations for students to view and/or interact
with....Byputting students in the. role ofga.mecreator
with these tools, they will likely learn far more physics.
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IV. Professional Development Session

Scientific and Mathematical Knowledge Acquisition: Professional
Development in Interactive Learning Environments
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